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LittÃ© Roles and representation of nature in Jane Eyre

dreams play prominent part. - The moon imparts messages of comfort or sends urgent warnings. - The novel constantly hesitates btw giving imagination and the. 
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R Ro olleess aan nd d rreep prreesseen nttaattiio on n o off n naattu urree iin n JJaan nee EEyyrree 1/ Litté



Source: Roles and representation of nature in Jane Eyre?”, Xavier Lachazette, Ellipses. - What kinds of representations of nature do we find in the novel? What roles does Br attribute to them? ! The dialectic of imprisonment and liberation: - Ambivalent role of nature exposed right from ch 1: description of “foul” winter, while at the same time escaping through Bewick’s book in much colder winters. - The different stages through which she progresses all along the novel are marked by metaphors of natural imprisonment. - Great grey hills bar the horizon around Lowood. Jane analyzes the natural beauties around Lowood in terms of barriers beyond which some measure of happiness must lie. - Ambivalence with Thornfield as well: J describes the place with delight, but uneasy feeling conveyed by the unexpectedly secluded aspect of the place. - The Marsh End stage of J’s journey is marked by the same dichotomy btw freedom and imprisonment. “I saw the fascination of the locality. I felt the consecration of its loneliness.” (298). - Any element in the landscape turns into a possible external equivalent for J’s persona sensations or intimate conviction, as if nature took an interest in human affairs, and sent signs or warnings to any gazer she found deserving. (cf episode of St J’s outdoor proposal 341). ! Emotional vs intellectual closeness with nature - Belief in nature’s sympathy or compassion for humanity. - Projection of one’s feelings onto a landscape which at heart, is stern and unromantic.



- Analogies btw self and nature are rife in JE. Ex: flood metaphor after aborted wedding. - Metaphor of birds and lambs. J remains till the end in R’s eyes a restless bird pining for liberty (265,266, 374). J’s perception of herself is apt to oscillate btw acceptance and rejection of R’s bord metaphor: before the proposal in the orchard: R: “don’t struggle so, like a wild, frantic bird […].” J: “I am no bird, and no net ensnares me: I am a free human being with a independent will.” 216. - But sometimes she uses the metaphor for herself, wishing to be like birds when she flees from Th. - Occurrences of lamb metaphor far less numerous. ! Nature’s signs and symbols: - J moves from a vision of nature as obstacle in the 1 volume to one of complicity and companionship in the other 2. - Nature sends her a series of signs for her to interpret as best she can, among which the moon, the wind, lightning, fire, and dreams play prominent part. - The moon imparts messages of comfort or sends urgent warnings. - The novel constantly hesitates btw giving imagination and the senses their due and on the other hand, depicting realist and rational world. st
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